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In order to realize the popularization of customized clothing and augmented reality technology (AR), a design scheme of clothing
customization system based on AR somatosensory interactive recognition imaging technology is proposed and studied. Using
software such as 3ds Max and Clo3d, the modeling of the human body model and the clothing model is realized, and the clothing
deformation algorithm based on the input posture of the human body is applied to deform the clothing model, which presents the
physical characteristics of the virtual clothing more realistically. At the same time, the image acquisition equipment is used to obtain
the real image, and the clothing image transfer algorithm is used to superimpose the virtual clothes and the real image.-e position of
the joint points of the human body is obtained through the feature extraction technology, and the scaling ratio of the virtual clothing
is calculated, so that the virtual clothes and the real image are closely combined. -e 3D human modeling technology can obtain all
the data from the human body in 10 to 30 seconds and create the most suitable clothes according to the parameters, which can be
applied to different fields such as tailoring, personalized clothing customization, and 3D fitting, combined with the G-ERP system.
-e integration of online body measurement, clothing design, plate making and production is realized.

1. Introduction

AR is a new human-computer interaction technology rising
in recent years. -rough the comprehensive application of
various technologies such as object target recognition, dy-
namic tracking, and virtual reality, it can truly realize the
“seamless” integration of virtual information and real en-
vironment, so as to enhance users’ perception of the real
world as shown in Figure 1. With the rapid development of
the information age, the proportion of image information in
the field of textile and garment is increasing, and it has
become an important tool to obtain and transmit infor-
mation [1]. People’s production and life style have also
changed in the process of textile and garment production,
and physical images are transformed into required infor-
mation by acquiring and processing images, so as to
provide information input for automatic production. In the
process of display and sales of textiles and clothing as
commodities, image retrieval, recognition, labeling, and
other technologies with textiles and clothing as the content

provide convenience for users to screen commodity in-
formation, as well as personalized recommendation. -e
technology used is the image recognition technology in the
field of image engineering and artificial intelligence. Its
purpose is to let the computer process a large amount of
physical information instead of human beings, process and
analyze the image, and finally identify the target to be
studied [2]. -e research progress of image recognition
technology is closely related to the theories and technol-
ogies of computer graphics, computer vision, machine
learning, and fuzzy logic. Its application scope involves the
fields of medicine, biology, industrial automation, public
safety, and so on. Ar somatosensory interactive imaging
technology is powerful. It provides automatic data gen-
eration imaging through three-dimensional human body
digital scanning technology, so that the scanned files can be
controlled in size and precision according to your needs.
-is perfect 3D human body scanning and imaging soft-
ware guides users to edit, save, and reuse scanning results
through its simple user interface. At the same time, it can
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also be built into multiple garment design CAD software to
make it easier for data processing [3].

2. Literature Review

Li and others said that in recent years, the research of virtual
fitting system based on augmented reality technology and
somatosensory interaction technology has attracted exten-
sive attention [4]. Jiang et al. believe that the advantage of
virtual fitting over traditional fitting lies in its convenient
and fast interactive fitting mode, which brings users a new
shopping experience and forms a free and fashionable
shopping method [5]. Chiang et al. said that the textile and
garment industry in the 21st century has entered a new stage,
and more and more people like private customization.
Masscustomized clothes will bring many problems, which
are not suitable for all people, such as some people with very
wide shoulders and some people with very large beer belly. It
is difficult for such people to choose their own clothes in the
mall [6]. King et al. believe that we urgently need a low-cost
textile and garment customization system suitable for dif-
ferent people manufactured by scientific and technological
means [7]. Wang et al. said that by using these advanced
production equipment and high and new technologies,
garment production enterprises can accelerate garment
order undertaking and production, enhance R&D capacity

of sample garment, enrich product design, accelerate new
product listing, shorten production and processing cycle,
improve product quality, reduce production cost, improve
production efficiency, and reduce their dependence on ar-
tificial technology. -us, the market competitiveness of
enterprises is greatly enhanced and the profit maximization
is created [8]. Nemcokova et al. put forward three different
development directions for the presentation of clothes: one
is to express all clothes models and mannequins in the form
of animation based on 3D special effect animation. When
users try on, they can choose a model close to their own
figure to replace their own fitting, and users can see the
fitting effect on the fitting screen at 360 degrees. -e other is
to make 2D clothing pictures of clothes first and then use
somatosensory technology. When users try on clothes, they
choose to place the pictures on the human body, which
belongs to a mapping method. -e third is the photo-
graphing and fitting system. Users first select the clothes they
want to try on from the existing clothes, then take pictures of
themselves and clothes, respectively, and then synthesize
them in the background to complete the fitting experience
[9]. Zhu et al. said that the first method brings users a
comprehensive fitting effect experience, but this method is
not for users to try on themselves. -e model used can only
ensure that the user and themodel are similar in size, and the
user has a poor sense of fitting immersion [10]. Jones et al.
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believe that the second method is to display clothes on the
plane. Users can only obtain the three-dimensional effect of
clothes on the body by imagination, so the display effect is
not intuitive [11]. Moon et al. believe that the third one is
also based on plane display, and the operation is complex,
which affects the fitting effect of users [12]. In addition, Zeng
et al. said that these three technologies only show the ap-
pearance of clothes but cannot be well represented for
factors such as clothing fabric, texture, and drape effect and
cannot automatically change the scaling coefficient of
clothes according to the user’s body shape characteristics, so
the experience effect is relatively poor [13].-e virtual fitting
system is to use the principle of computer imaging, use the
created three-dimensional model of the user’s human body
to perform virtual fitting on the clothing selected by the user,
complete the superimposition of the clothing picture onto
the human body model, and display the wearing effect of the
user’s virtual fitting.

3. Method

3.1. Introduction to Relevant Technical Principles of Virtual
Fitting System

3.1.1. Speech Recognition Technology. -e language recog-
nition technology is used to design the system. Speech
recognition technology means that the machine can use
relevant technologies to recognize speech and convert it into
information that the machine can “understand.” Its main
research goal is to make the computer understand the voice
information sent by human beings and make correct re-
sponse. -e speech recognition technology is one of the key
technologies in the fields of speech communication system,
banking service, computer control, industrial control, data
query, ticket booking system, artificial intelligence, security
systems and so on. -e main problem to be solved by the
automatic speech recognition (ASR) technology is to enable
the machine to obtain the important information in human
voice and recognize it correctly. In order to enable the
computer equipment to recognize human language, the ASR
technology is essential for the speech recognition system of
intelligent computer. -e ASR technology is like bringing
binaural to the computer system [14]. Although speech
recognition technology has a broad prospect, there are still
many problems to be solved. As early as the 1950s, speech
recognition researchers in various countries have invested
great energy in this research. Especially in the last two
decades, many enterprises and research departments at
home and abroad have joined the research field of speech
recognition function technology, made great efforts, and
achieved good research results. Although there are still many
problems in speech recognition technology until today, it
does not prevent speech recognition technology from
gradually entering people’s daily life [15]. Nowadays, speech
recognition technology has been widely used in acoustics,
digital signal processing, linguistics, statistical pattern rec-
ognition, and many other disciplines. Modern speech rec-
ognition systems have been successfully applied in many
scenarios, and the technologies used in different applications

are slightly different. A schematic diagram of a relatively
general speech recognition system as shown in Figure 2.

-e behavior process of the speech recognition system is
as follows: the original speech (the object to be recognized) is
transformed into an electrical signal (speech signal) through
the microphone and added to the input of the recognition
system. First, it needs to undergo preprocessing, including
antialiasing filtering, preemphasis, and endpoint detection.
-en, it carries out feature extraction. -e requirements for
feature parameters are as follows: (1) the extracted feature
parameters can be used to distinguish the speech features of
track markers; (2) there is good independence between the
parameters of each order; (3) it can calculate the charac-
teristic parameters efficiently. -e last is pattern recognition.
General speech recognition system has two key points: one is
the establishment of speech model base, which can usually
be constructed through repeated training of historical data
or directly by experts through accumulated experience. -e
second is the pattern recognition part, which accurately
extracts important speech features and matches the model
base for pattern recognition [16]. Based on the human-
computer interaction interface of virtual fitting based on
Kinect-based voice recognition system, the fitting person in
front of the virtual fittingmirror only needs to say themodel,
brand, style, or other menu operations of the desired clothes
(the following one, with a scarf, etc.), so that he can quickly
select clothes, set samples, and try on clothes. -e main task
of the virtual fitting speech recognition system is to convert
the voice input of the fitting into text output, so as to quickly,
accurately, and conveniently operate the menu of the virtual
fitting and provide an excellent user experience. -e
structure is mainly divided into two parts: training part and
recognition part. Usually, the training part is completed in
the off-line stage of the system. -e signal processing
method and speech mining method are used to combine the
recognized speech to obtain the “language model” and
“acoustic model” required by the speech recognition system.
-e online phase of the system usually completes the speech
recognition process, and the well-trained speech model can
automatically recognize the speech input by the user in real
time. -e recognition process can generally be divided into
front module and rear module: the front module mainly
carries out endpoint detection (used to remove long-time
silence and noise), feature extraction, noise reduction, etc.;
the function of the rear module is to extract the feature
vector of the user’s speech with the trained acoustic model
and language model and then carry out statistical pattern
recognition to obtain the text information contained therein
[17]. In addition, the adaptive feedback module in the rear
module can carry out adaptive learning according to the
user’s historical speech data, so as to train and correct the
acoustic model and speech model and improve the accuracy
of speech recognition. -e block diagram of Kinect-based
speech-to-character recognition system is shown in Figure 3.

-e speech recognition system based on Kinect provides
the rapidity and matching degree that the traditional
physical fittingmode cannot achieve for virtual fitting, which
is one of the important links to improve the user experience
of virtual fitting [18]. In addition, the user voice commands
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and fitting feelings in the acoustic and voice model library
will accumulate all the time, which can not only achieve the
unlimited experience accumulation and the ability to quickly
learn the latest information that the waiters in the physical
fitting store cannot have, but also provide a large amount of
user feedback information, becoming a valuable information
database for the perfect reproduction of clothes [4].

3.1.2. Image Recognition Technology. -e image scale space is
to introduce a parameter regarded as scale into the visual
information (image information) processing model, obtain
the visual processing information at different scales by
continuously changing the scale parameters, and then syn-
thesize the information to deeply dig the essential features of
the image. -e scale space of an image can be defined as the
convolution operation of the original image and Gaussian
kernel, and the scale size of the image can be expressed by
Gaussian standard deviation. In computer vision, the scale
space is represented as an image pyramid. In SIFT algorithm,
the input image function is convolved with the kernel of
Gaussian function repeatedly and the secondary sampling is
carried out repeatedly. However, because each layer of image
depends on the previous layer of image and the image size
needs to be reset, the computation is large. -e difference
between SURF algorithm and SIFT algorithm in the use of
pyramid principle lies in that SURF algorithm applies for
increasing the size of image core, allowing multiple layers of
scale space to be processed at the same time, and there is no

need for secondary sampling of images, thus improving the
algorithm performance. -e SURF algorithm uses scale in-
terpolation and 3∗3∗3 nonextreme suppression method to
extract feature points with constant scale.

Let I(x, y) be the input image, ∗ be the convolution
operator, and δ be the scale variable, then G(x, y, δ) is
defined as follows:

G(x, y, δ) �
1

2πδ2
e

− x2+y2( )/2δ2 . (1)

-e Hessian equation of scale δ at point (x, y) can be
defined as follows:

H(x, y, δ) � Lxx(x, y, δ)Lxy(x, y, δ),

H(x, y, δ) � Lxy(x, y, δ)Lyy(x, y, δ).
(2)

Among them,

Lxx(x, y, δ) �
z
2
G(x, y, δ)

zx
2 ,

Lyy(x, y, δ) �
z
2
G(x, y, δ)

zy
2 ,

Lxy(x, y, δ) �
z
2
G(x, y, δ)

zx zy
.

(3)

-e SURF algorithm uses a box filter and integral image
to approximate LoG of different scales. -e coefficients of
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the box filter are constrained by the F norm of the Hessian
matrix and expressed as the determinant of

Lxy(1.2)
�����

�����F · Dxx(9)
����

����F

Lxx(1.2)
����

����F · Dxy(9)
�����

�����F

� 0.912 ≈ 0.9. (4)

It can be concluded that

det(H) � DxxDyy − 0.9Dxy 
2
. (5)

According to equation (5), in order to ensure that the F
norm of Hessian matrix is constant on the filter template of
any size, the response of the filter is normalized according to
the size of the template.

3.2. Research onRelatedTechnologies of ClothingDeformation
Simulation Algorithm. Due to the limitation of dimension,
the calculation of distance measurement based on body
surface difference is huge, and a large amount of memory
may be required. -erefore, sensitive distance measurement
is an effective method for clothing deformation sample
selection. It is most appropriate when the distance mea-
surement is joint angle or body surface. -ey only indirectly
measure the difference between the input pose and the
sample pose. -erefore, the adopted distance measurement
method can directly obtain the sensitivity information and
obtain the approximate difference between clothing grids
[19]. In addition, the difference between the two clothing
meshes can be expressed as ‖y(pin) − yj‖2, where y(pin) is
the actual clothing mesh of the queried posture and Δyj is
the prediction calculation using SOR. However, how to get
y(pin) and whether the queried pose should not be included,
the key is to use sensitivity analysis to estimate y(pin) from
the example clothing shape. -erefore, the distance mea-
surement is called the sensitivity-based distance measure-
ment. When the unit number of joint angle is much less than
the number of clothing mesh, the calculation is more ef-
fective. -e clothing mesh is further decomposed into
several areas, so that the nearby clothing samples can be
represented by each area, which can effectively reduce the
number of examples in the database, and each area can make
clothing deformation relatively independently. -e bones
are manually divided into areaNG.-en, the clothing weight
wg,y is calculated for each clothing vertex y. When J� 1 of
the body mesh closest to this area, the clothing vertex weight
of each area can be calculated as the sum of skin weights. In
this method, the garment vertex y connecting the bones
belongs to the same region g, and the weight of this region
will be 1, while the weight of the remaining region will be 0.
For those unrelated garment vertices that are not in the same
region, the sum of their region weights is guaranteed to be 1.
When the weight of region g exceeds the garment mesh, it is
also stable, so this method can maintain the smoothness
around the joint [18]. In each area, the difference between
the clothing shape of the input pose and the sample pose is
calculated by the approximate weight sum of the clothing
mesh difference. Dj

g(pin) as the weight sum of the joint angle
difference is as follows:
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-e weight U
j
g,m � yeY wg,y‖s

j
m − s

j

b‖2 here represents
the clothing difference caused by the difference of multiple
joint angles, which can be predicted by sensitivity analysis.
In the offline stage, the weight of each data point is calculated
to obtain s

j
m and sj

m, because this weight is the dimension of
NG ∗ (3nl) size and is very compact, so the system can
quickly calculate the distance as long as a small storage space
is used. -e weight scheme is based on posture. -e
transformation of clothing mesh from one posture to an-
other can be expressed as ‖s

j
m − sj

m‖2, where m is selected
from the right shoulder joint to represent the weight change
of relevant joint points, and its number represents the weight
change from left to right [20]. Given a sensitivity based on
distance D

j
g(pin), the corresponding distance weight can be

calculated from the clothing shape derived from each ex-
ample pose, and the influence of distance weight between
similar example poses can be controlled by increasing K.
Experiments show that the fusion of clothing deformation
and the smoothing of similar weight can better represent the
deformation details of clothing.-e blending weight wj(pin)

of each garment vertex can be expressed by its region weight
and distance weight as follows:
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j
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⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠. (7)

When the system obtains an input pose, the corre-
sponding garment deformation will be generated by using
sor and the deformation of the mixed sample garment based
on sensitivity distance measurement. In many cases, the
sensitivity-based weight scheme between the input pose and
the sample pose is described as a coherent difference that
changes smoothly with time. However, for sudden changes
in input posture, the weight scheme may undergo sudden
changes and may produce continuous mutations in the
synthesis stage of clothing [21]. -is problem can be pre-
vented by introducing damping. -e damping value can be
calculated from the value of the current time period and the
value of the previous time period. -e clothing changes
continuously in 0.05 seconds. -e damping scheme can
reduce the attenuation of clothing deformation response
when the human body moves rapidly.

It is assumed that the bone studied has 22 bones and each
bone has a certain range of rotation angle. As long as the
surface of the manikin can change continuously with the
input parameter P, the hypothetical scheme will not be
affected and limited by the parameter change of the receptor
table. In all examples, the double quaternion hybrid skinning
method is used, and each volume net is composed of 12K
triangles and 6K vertices. Use Pinnochio to describe a given
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character and its associated bone skin weights. First, a da-
tabase is created for four clothing models: T-shirts, long-
sleeved shirts, shorts, and trousers of female body models.
Table 1 lists some parameters of database construction of
female body model, and PCA method is used to reduce
memory occupation [22]. In addition, in order to reduce the
reconstruction time, the weights in the database are divided
into 6 to 8 clusters, and then local PCA is performed for each
cluster. -is setting can reduce the memory size required for
database reconstruction.

For each posture of the input system, the garment de-
formation method based on the input human posture can be
used to obtain realistic garment deformation effect, and the
same material parameters can be applied to all kinds of
garments. -e scheme expresses the nonlinear and global
relationship between body and clothing deformation. It can
be seen that the clothes on the abdomen are raised and form
new wrinkles, showing the full impact of the thickness and
fineness of the cloth on the body geometry. When the model
raises the arm, a new cloth wrinkle will appear according to
the nonlinear deformation behavior. It tries to get a balance
between the authenticity and speed of physical simulation
and can achieve high-quality garment deformation details
[23]. However, the artificial products of clothing animation,
such as unnatural wrinkles and penetration, can still be
observed by users sometimes. -e Kinect is put on the top of
the display and then the nearest and farthest moving dis-
tance of the model is limited, according to the placement
height and opening angle of the acquisition device Kinect.
-e relationship between the distance range of human joint
points observed by the Kinect and its placement height is
listed in Table 2.

-e experimental verification shows that the higher the
Kinect is placed, the farther the nearest observation distance
is, and the smaller the corresponding furthest observation
distance is, thus the tracking ability of the lower body joint
points will be reduced. -erefore, the Kinect is placed at
0.9m, which can obtain the appropriate nearest and farthest
observation distance, and the distance between people and
Kinect is 2.0–3.0m, which can ensure good image quality
[24]. In the image acquisition process of Kinect, in addition
to saving the image of each frame, it is also necessary to save
the corresponding bone position information. In Stefan’s
research method, the human contour feature points are used
as the matching keywords for contour matching, that is, the
model is allowed to wear the specified clothes into the
specially arranged image information collection room, pose
at will, collect 10 frames of images and save them locally, and
then carry out contour extraction, matting, and other
postprocessing on the images.-e image acquisitionmethod

uses computer image processing to obtain image informa-
tion, replaces the original method of using 8 cameras to
obtain image information, and uses the image recognition
algorithm to calculate the bone information joint point
coordinates, which is used as the matching keyword of the
clothing transfer algorithm. -en, the contour extraction
algorithm is used to extract the image contour, which avoids
some inevitable defects and huge workload caused by human
manual matting [25]. In the final clothing image transfer
calibration, the method of scaling the clothing model is used
to calibrate the fit between clothing and human body, which
reduces the amount of calculation and the use of storage
space. -e workflow of garment image transfer matching is
shown in Figure 4.

4. Results and Analysis

In order to obtain the start time of effective audio stream and
prevent noise from occupying the processing system, it is
necessary to detect the start and end endpoints of the audio
stream input to the system. -e detection method is to set a
threshold. In order to highlight the resolution between
short-time energy and zero-crossing energy, it is necessary
to set at least the low threshold and zero-crossing threshold

Table 1: Clothing database parameters.

Clothing T-shirt Long-sleeved shirt Shorts Trousers
Number of garment vertices 12K 13K 11K 13K
Number of triangles in clothing mesh 24K 23K 14K 21K
System operating frequency (FPS) 63 59 68 61
Joint number 140 110 90 160
Database size (MB) 48 42 35 47

Table 2: Relationship between placement height and human body
distance.

Kinect
placement
height

Nearest
observation
distance

Maximumobservation distance

0.9 1.814 4.179
1.0 1.957 4.157
1.1 2.084 4.124

Begin

Get the target clothing image

Keyword matching of bone information

Clothing image position calibration

Over

Figure 4: Matching transfer flow chart of garment image.
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of short-time energy. -e low threshold can locate the real
starting and ending point of the collected voice stream. It
should be noted that it is basically the real endpoint of the
voice stream that crosses the high threshold. However, what
crosses the low threshold may not necessarily be the start
and end endpoints of speech but may be just a burst of noise.
Combined with the timing measurement index, after de-
termining the fuzzy starting point of speech with high
threshold, the reverse deduction method carefully deter-
mines the accurate starting point of speech flow with low
threshold.-e judgment of the end point has to be similar to
the two threshold method. In a few cases, the noise energy
will be large enough to break through the high threshold. In
this case, the double-gate limited speech starting point will
fail. Because the duration of high-energy noise is very short,
we can judge whether it is noise or speech by counting the
maintenance time of collected speech samples. In this way,
the modified short-time energy double-threshold audio
stream endpoint determination method is completed, as
shown in Figure 5.

First, the double-threshold short-time energy method is
used to locate the starting position of speech. -e steps are as
follows: (1) first set double thresholds, high and low thresholds
EH and EL, respectively. -e short-time energy segment
N1U ∼ N2 higher than the high threshold EH in the speech
sample must be the main speech segment. (2) -en extend and
N1U to search the periphery of the voice segment. When the
continuous short-term energy can still be greater than the set
low threshold EL, it is determined that the extension part still
belongs to the speech segment. (3)-e only difference between
the two is that the zero-crossing rate of the silent segment is
much lower than that of the light segment. -erefore, it is
necessary to set an additional threshold of zero-crossing rate
and extend the search from N1 and N2U to both ends again.
When the short-time zero-crossing rate is lower than 3 times (or
more times) of the zero-crossing rate threshold, the current time
is the starting point of the voice signal. Of course, in terms of
practical effect, the gap between searching for the periphery or
searching for light tone segments should be limited to the length
of one frame of voice (generally 25ms). As shown in Figure 6,
the voice signal is detected by the endpoint detection method
[26].

Audio stream requires complex speech processing to
improve speech effect, usually including AGC, echo can-
cellation, and noise reduction. -e class of Kinect voice
stream can flexibly configure the working mode of its mi-
crophone array to produce the required processing effect. At
the same time, it can detect the arrival sequence of audio
stream in a specific direction and control the tracking di-
rection of microphone array.

(1) Echo Cancellation. Echo refers to that the user hears
the voice of his previous speech during the call, and
the echo voice will lag in the line for a period of time.
-e important idea of echo cancellation algorithm is
to compare the speaker’s previous voice frequency
amplitude information and offset his previous voice
information from the received audio information, so
as to eliminate the echo.

(2) AGC (Automatic Gain Control). It is used to balance
or maintain the consistency of the user’s voice
strength for a period of time. It prevents the volume
from surging or suddenly weakening when the user
is close to and away from the microphone. AGC
smoothes the volume for a period of time, so that the
volume of the call is as natural as talking face to face.
-e Kinect adopts the gain boundary technology. In
addition, even if the signal segment with too high
sound intensity is successfully obtained, it will be
discarded because it is too saturated and easy to be
distorted.

(3) Noise Reduction Processing. Noise reduction
methods mainly include noise filling and noise
suppression. Noise filling is to add a small amount of
noise to some signals after the residual echo signal is
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removed by pointing to the center clipping, which
can obtain better QES than silent signal (user ex-
perience). Noise suppression is to eliminate the
nonverbal information received in the microphone.
After deleting the background noise, the actual voice
is clearer, less blurred, and less burr.

-e Kinect has a class for noise characteristic control. It is
EchoCancellationMode. In order to match AEC, the Echo-
CancellationSpeakerIndex property needs to be assigned an
integer value. -is integer value is used to specify the specific
user who needs to control noise.-e search and power on drive
functions of themicrophone array are run spontaneously by the
SDK. Echo cancellation is a core technology of Kinect. -e
testing process is very complex. First, we need to add a
CheckBox on the interface and then create IsAECOn to con-
figure the properties. Finally, the IsCheck attribute of the
CheckBox is bound to IsAECOn. In terms of speech recog-
nition, the research results of this study can identify the source
direction of speech, and the user interface can generate cor-
responding actions with the change of speech, but the current
speech recognition technology of the fitting system can only
perform specific fitting-specific speech. In case of recognition, it
is still impossible to recognize the voice of the user’s random
speech.

5. Conclusion

With the rapid development of virtual reality technology, the
research and development of virtual fitting system have
attracted a large number of researchers, but the key technology
of virtual fitting is still immature, and some problems have not
been well solved. Relying on the virtual fitting development and
research project of an institute, the theoretical research and
corresponding application level programming of three key
technologies including bone skin, clothing deformation, and
speech recognition operation are carried out. Taking 3D virtual
fitting as the starting point, the key technologies of virtual fitting
are studied, and the applications of human bone skin tech-
nology, clothing deformation algorithm, clothing image transfer
algorithm, and speech recognition technology in virtual fitting
system are analyzed. In clothing deformation, a clothing de-
formation algorithm based on sensitivity is proposed, which
first uses the obtained posture bone skin, then uses the clothing
database to detect the similarity of each part of the input human
posture, then deforms the corresponding regions respectively,
and finally mixes the deformation of each region. For the
garment image transfer algorithm, bone joint points are pro-
posed as the eigenvalues of garment transfer, which improves
the accuracy of garment transfer and reduces the amount of
computation. In the operation mode of the virtual fitting
system, the development and implementation of key technol-
ogies of speech recognition based on Microsoft Kinect acqui-
sition device are proposed.
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